Hurricane Dorian Relief: How You Can Help
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1) Green Turtle Cay Hurricane Recovery Fund
FCEP Past-President Dr. John Shedd is already down in the Bahamas delivering
supplies and coordinating efforts. He has set up a charity called Green Turtle Cay
Hurricane Recovery Fund, which is accepting donations and providing updates—
including lists of needed items—through a Go Fund Me page.
DONATE NOW to Green Turtle Cay Hurricane Recovery Fund
Read about Dr. Shedd’s efforts and experience in the Bahamas

2) Bahamas Online Resource Center
The Bahamas government has set up a resource page for Hurricane Dorian relief
efforts. The page—which will be updated frequently—contains:
• A list of approved and trusted partners to donate to
• Places in Florida to drop off supplies
• A list of requested goods
• Important relief supplies documents
VISIT RESOURCE CENTER NOW

3) Direct Relief Charity
Direct Relief is #3 on Charity Navigator’s ‘Top 10 List of Charities 2019’ and is
responding to Hurricane Dorian. You can donate online and read through updates on
relief efforts. Direct Relief is in contact with the Bahamian minister of health, who has
requested medicine and medical supply support.
DONATE NOW to Direct Relief Charity
Learn more about Direct Relief

4) Operation Airdrop
Registered pilots who’d like to help by transporting supplies to the Bahamas should
register with Operation Airdrop now. Operation Airdrop was founded in the wake of
Hurricane Harvey and has been responding to disasters ever since.
REGISTER YOUR AIRCRAFT NOW with Operation Airdrop
FOLLOW THEM ON FACEBOOK for real-time updates
According to a Facebook update 16 hours ago, Operation Airdrop is “anticipating a
more scaled back, specialized response” due to “an airspace restriction (issued in the
Bahamas) for the next week that requires direct approval from the government to
operate private flights.” Operation Airdrop is working on obtaining that approval but
cannot provide a timeline.

